Self- Latching Narrow Backset Sliding Door Mortise Locks

SL-1700SDL SERIES
STRAIGHT + NARROW

SL-1700SDL SERIES

+ All of the design versatility and functionality of the 1700 Series, now for sliding doors

+ Ideal for office, healthcare, or storefront openings

+ Pair with a variety of commercial or decorative trim options, available in a range of finishes.
SL-1700SDL
SELF-LATCHING NARROW BACKSET SLIDING DOOR MORTISE LOCK

SLEEK AESTHETICS
• Maintain sleek lines where narrow stile sliding doors are prominent
• Ideal for aluminum storefront and glass wall partition systems with narrow stile framing

DESIGN VERSATILITY
• Compatible with Accurate lever trim or a variety of commercial or decorative trim options
• Available in a range of finishes
SL-1700SDL Series Technical Details

**BACKSET:** 1 1/8”

**CASE:** Heavy gauge, stainless steel

**ARMOR FRONT:** Brass, bronze, aluminum or stainless steel, finished as required.

**LATCH BOLT:** Brass or stainless steel, solid type 1/2” throw.

**STRIKE:** 4 7/8” ASA

**HUBS:** Available in different sizes to be compatible with various trim

**DUST BOX:** Brass, stainless steel or oil rubbed bronze

* ½” Latch Bolt Standard. Size can be increased for gasketing.
SL-1700SDL Series Strike

1 1/4"

1 1/8"

1/8"

4 7/8"

DUSTBOX
SL-1700SDL Series Functions

**SL-1725SDL**
PASSAGE
Latch bolt by lever either side.

**SL-1758SDL**
INSTITUTION OR ASYLUM
Latch bolt by key either side.
Dummy handles required to slide door.

**SL-1759SDL**
STOREROOM OR CLOSET
Latch bolt by lever inside and key outside.
Outside lever always rigid.
Accurate Lever Trim

17L LEVER

18L LEVER

19L LEVER

20L LEVER

2 3/8”

5 1/2”

2 3/4”

4 3/8”

2 1/8”

4 5/8”

2 1/2”

5 1/2”
ACCURATE LEVER TRIM OPTIONS

21L LEVER

29L LEVER

39L LEVER
ACCURATE TRIM OPTIONS

2R ROSE

Inside

Outside

4R ROSE

Inside

Outside
HOW TO SPECIFY

HANDING

- Inside
- Outside

RH
1. Standing outside
2. Opens to right

LH
1. Standing outside
2. Opens to left

FINISHES


To view example of finishes visit: Accurate Finishes.

CYLINDERS & KEYING

SL-1700SDL Series locks accept any standard American mortise cylinder.

Cam Requirement: #17 Cam Supplied by Accurate (Equivalent to Adams Rite.)
HOW TO SPECIFY

FUNCTION. BACKSET. TRIM. FINISH. HAND. DOORTHICKNESS

Functions
See available functions (pg. 6)

Backset
1\(^{1/8}\)"

Trim
• Accurate trim (see pg. 7-9)
• Other manufacturers' trim, please call for assistance.

Finishes
See available finishes (pg. 10)

EXAMPLES

Storeroom Lock | Accurate Trim
E.g.: SL-1759SDL.118.19L/2R.US26D.RH.134

Passage Lock | Custom Levers by Others | 8mm Spindle
E.g.: SL-1725SDL.118.LxL 8mm.US10B.LH.134

Thumb Turn Cylinder Inside, Cylinder Outside | Accurate Pulls
E.g.: SL-1758SDL.118.US10B.RH.134
(trim ordered separately)

CUSTOM OPTIONS AVAILABLE

• Set up for levers by other manufacturers
• Glass Patch (please contact us for assistance)

Cylinders are not included. Please specify separately.
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